
tabletop master control

Bring the magic of the movies to your home
theater with the touch of a button.

• Integrate your lighting control into your great room
or home theater. The show begins when the lights
start to dim

• Press one button for movies, another for listening
to music and another for entertaining

• Program lighting codes into your learnable remote
control or touchscreen

• Install easily with no rewiring, and upgrade at
anytime as your home, and your lifestyle, changes

!  The movie begins when the lights start to dim with RadioRA controls.

!  Control lighting from learnable audio/video remotes for an authentic theater experience.!

RadioRA® | home theater package 
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RadioRA® | home theater package options

Phone 1.888.LUTRON1           P/N 367-858

(1) RF signal repeater
ensures perfect signal
communication between all
system components

(1) cordless tabletop 
master control
turn system lights 
on and off from anywhere
in your home

(1) infrared receiver
receives IR signals from
universal and learnable
remote controls

(1) IR remote control
create and recall up to
4 lighting scenes in your
home theater

Package available in the following colors

Gloss finish palette white (WH), ivory (IV), almond (AL),
light almond (LA), gray (GR), brown (BR), black (BL) 

Satin finish palette snow (SN), biscuit (BI), eggshell (ES),
taupe (TP), midnight (MN), blue mist (BT), limestone (LS), stone
(ST), desert stone (DS), terracotta (TC), ochre (OC), hot (HT)

How RadioRA works
RadioRA uses radio-frequency signals to
communicate between dimmers and controls. 
Each system has a unique digital code to ensure
the reliability of your system.

RadioRA packages offer turnkey lighting control
solutions.The system installs easily with no rewiring,
and can be easily expanded at any time.

Option 1 (RA-HT-IR)

Audio/Video Package
For use with your learnable remote controls 

(4) 600W dimmers
replace existing dimmers or
switches to control individual
lights in each room

Option 2 (RA-HT-RS232)

(1) RS-232 interface
communicates with 
touchscreen/computer-
based systems

Touchscreen/
PC Package 
Includes all of the
same components 
as Option 1, except
the infrared receiver
and remote. 

Add one RS-232
interface in place of 
the two infrared
components.
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